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Abstract
In this paper we describe the development of an augmented reality system
designed to provide an exciting new way for the Natural History Museum in
London to present evolutionary history to their visitors. In 2008 the Museum was
in the process of building a new lecture theatre space called the Attenborough
Studio and the BBC was asked to collaborate both with content and technology
for this new space. This paper describes the work to create a suitable camera
tracking system for the augmented reality aspects, the overall system
architecture and the practical issues encountered. The system we developed
uses a through-the-lens tracker and infra-red LED markers to provide an
unobtrusive and robust system that can operate for multiple users across a wide
area.
This is an extended version of a paper of the same title presented as a poster at
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Figure 1 - Natural history brought to life using augmented reality in the Attenborough Studio at London’s Natural History Museum

to achieve. Section 3 discusses the requirements that this placed
on the tracking system, reviews the options available, and gives an
overview of the approach adopted. Section 4 gives more details of
the tracking system that was developed, including an initial
approach using a linear ‘barcode’ arrangement of LEDs, and the
final approach based on a pseudo-random LED distribution.
Section 5 briefly discusses an approach to hiding the LEDs in the
image, and Section 6 describes how the tracker was integrated
into the rest of the system. The performance of the system is
assessed in Section 7, and conclusions are drawn in Section 8.

ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe the development of an augmented reality
system designed to provide an exciting new way for the Natural
History Museum in London to present evolutionary history to
their visitors. In 2008 the Museum was in the process of building
a new lecture theatre space called the Attenborough Studio and
the BBC was asked to collaborate both with content and
technology for this new space. This paper describes the work to
create a suitable camera tracking system for the augmented reality
aspects, the overall system architecture and the practical issues
encountered.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE INTERACTIVE FILM

The high profile of the Attenborough Studio within the Darwin
Centre development, and the studio-centrepiece status of the
interactive film (later released under the title Who Do You Think
You Really Are?) meant that the production team wanted
something attention-grabbing and novel to set it apart from being
‘just another educational film’. A number of technologies were
explored - Pepper’s Ghost presenters, and stereoscopic 3D
projections, among others - but it was AR that captured the
imagination and fitted best with the proposed content, the existing
layout, and the budget.
Initial ideas that were considered included placing virtual
content at each seat – perhaps as local objects, or as adornments to
the visitor’s limbs – but it was when we took the leap of
considering the whole of the room as a single marker to be
tracked, with large-scale, shared virtual objects, that the idea took
root. As the theme of the film emerged (an exploration back in
time of humanity’s family tree), the opportunity of bringing our
ancient relatives ‘to life’ in the space, and in doing so
confounding the old joke as the Museum as a ‘dead zoo’, seemed
too good to miss.
The film was envisioned as being an interactive experience
from its conception. To this end, the Museum already had plans
for a touchscreen-controlled, Flash-capable and networked
handheld computer of some kind. Using this handheld as our
‘magic window into the past’ would be our route to bring
augmented reality into the space.
The device would now require a rear camera and solid 3D
performance to go with its existing specifications of being

INTRODUCTION

Museums are always looking for engaging ways of presenting
content to visitors, and the use of multi-media presentations is one
way of achieving this. As a part of its new £78M Darwin Centre
that opened in September 2009, London’s Natural History
Museum incorporated a multimedia theatre, called the
Attenborough Studio, named after the well-known BBC natural
history presenter Sir David Attenborough. The museum staff
worked with the BBC Natural History unit to develop content to
show in the Studio. The Studio was already designed with five
projection screens to show multi-screen shows, although the
production team wanted to do something even more special – an
interactive film. In particular, they wanted to see whether
augmented reality (AR) could add an extra level of excitement
and engagement.
The BBC Natural History unit approached BBC R&D for
advice on the possibilities of using augmented reality. BBC R&D
has a history of developing technology to add virtual content into
live TV productions, including the free-d system for tracking the
motion of studio cameras [1] using ceiling-mounted fiducial
markers, and an ARToolKit-like system for incorporating handheld virtual objects into live TV productions [2].
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The next
section explains what the Natural History Museum was setting out
1
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networkable, Flash-capable, and having a touch-screen interface.
In addition, the strain of being roughly handled by around a dozen
schoolchildren a week meant a highly robust build quality would
be needed, while the requirement for children being able to
comfortably lift the device meant we were also severely
constrained by weight.
After extensive testing, it was clear that there was nothing in the
gaming, consumer or medical handheld markets that met the
requirements. Save for waiting for the market to produce
something suitable, a custom handheld device became the only
realistic option.
Creating such a product from scratch was a major technical
challenge, but committing to the custom route had a number of
benefits. It allowed us to split the input/output components (touch
screen, speakers, cameras etc.) from the other elements, which
could be housed remotely in a standard PC case. This helped
dramatically with weight, heat management, and crucially
removed the more expensive and easily-damaged components
from harm’s way. A further benefit was the future-proofing and
ease of upgrades that would be afforded by having a standard
setup on the PC side.
The PCs would be kept in an air-conditioned, secure room, with
the video and audio outputs and touch-screen and camera inputs
connected to the handhelds via USB 2.0 extenders. The final part
of this pathway would be a toughened DVI cable from the USB
hub under each seat to the handheld unit, tested to withstand
twisting and shock, acting as a security measure as well as
providing power and data connections.

CHOICE OF TRACKING SYSTEM

To achieve the desired effect, an augmented reality system was
needed that could provide sufficiently accurate tracking of the
handheld units to provide convincing overlay of virtual content in
the environment of the Studio.
3.1
Tracking system requirements
The requirements that we identified for the tracking system
included:
o Tight registration with no significant level of drift between
real and virtual parts of the scene, in line with the high
production values used for the rest of the content
o Able to operate at a frame rate of at least 20fps on a
commodity PC
o Reliable operation, including rapid initialisation and being
able to cope with the kind of rapid motion to which young
children would be likely to subject the system
o Able to display virtual content all around the user,
particularly in front and above.
o Operation in a dimly-lit room, where the only clearly-visible
objects may be the projection screens
o No markers visible to the audience which would detract from
the ‘clean’ look of the Studio
o Able to be integrated with the other elements of the
interactive film that were Flash-based.
3.2
Options for tracking technology
The need for a tracking system that gave excellent image stability
between real and virtual parts, suggested that technologies based
on inertial or ultrasonic transducers would be unlikely to be
suitable; these approaches would also have required additional
sensors in each handheld unit. Systems relying on mechanical
mounts were also ruled out, due to practical constraints in the
Studio and the design aim of allowing the audience members to
hold the units. Magnetic systems were also ruled out, due to the
presence of significant metal structures such as handrails in the
Studio.
An optical approach was therefore considered to be the most
viable. The size of the audience area and the large number of
handheld units made an ‘outside-in’ approach (e.g. using ceilingmounted cameras to observe markers on each hand-held)
impractical. An ‘inside out’ approach (using a camera mounted
on the hand-held device to observe markers in the scene) thus
appeared the most promising. An option for this would be to use
two cameras, one providing the forward-looking image to
augment, and the other (possibly looking in a different direction,
e.g. upwards) viewing an arrangement of markers. This approach
has worked well in many previous applications, e.g. the free-d
system mentioned earlier [1], and the HiBall tracker [3].
However, cost constraints, plus potential problems with multiple
long-distance camera connections between the hand-held units
and the associated PCs, and the challenge of camera
synchronization using commodity cameras, dictated that a singlecamera approach would be preferable.
An optical approach using a single forward-facing camera
requires that features suitable for tracking are clearly visible in the
camera’s field-of-view. The significant lighting variations in the
Studio suggested that passive markers or natural features such as
those used in other museum applications [4] would not be
suitable, as the ambient lighting conditions could not be relied
upon. The projector screens themselves were one option for
providing a known illuminated pattern, but this would have
resulted in a complicated system where the tracker needed to
know what each screen was showing at any time, and would not
have satisfied the requirement to be able to look upwards.

Figure 2 - The Attenborough Studio

The Studio (Figure 2) was intended to be a flexible space from
the outset, serving and designed around many considerations: an
education space, a broadcast studio and a film theatre, such that
the design for the AR system, while we were allowed some
flexibility, had fit largely within the existing plan.
Sixty-four seats would be arranged on four sharply raked rows
in a horseshoe shape around a central area. Marker coverage
would be required for each seating position, and allowing a full
range of movement. Meeting this need unobtrusively meant
installation of low-profile markers in the ceiling and the floor, as
well as around the walls of the space. Ergonomics and staging
meant that most content would at least start at the centre of the
room, however, so we had to be certain our best marker coverage
was there.
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4.1
Locating potential LED markers
Locating the position of LEDs in the image would have been
relatively straightforward, had it not been necessary to also
capture a well-exposed image of the rest of the scene at the same
time. Use of bright infra-red LEDs coupled with removal of the
IR filter in the camera would have allowed the camera to be set up
so that the LEDs were visible as bright points against black, and a
short shutter time could have been used to minimise motion blur.
However, as the camera also needed to capture the view of the
Studio and the projection screens on which to overlay the virtual
graphics, the camera had to be set so as to capture a reasonablyexposed image of the whole scene. Indeed, the shutter time had to
be chosen carefully to minimise the flicker visible in the projected
images, which ran at 50Hz. This meant that an LED-location
algorithm was needed that could cope with motion blur and nonblack backgrounds. Figure 4 shows an image captured by the
webcam, in which the LEDs are clearly visible, but the
surroundings can also be seen. This image also shows an overlaid
3D model of a creature from our evolutionary past.

3.3
Proposed approach
The considerations discussed above led to the choice of a system
using infra-red LEDs as markers. These could be placed around
the Studio space in an unobtrusive manner, at locations that were
accurately measured, as shown in Figure 3 (which was taken with
a camera having some sensitivity to infra-red, making the LEDs
visible). Although systems such as [3] have used a similar
approach with a dedicated camera for observing the LEDs, we
knew of no commercially-available system that operated using a
single camera for both tracking and scene capture, so set out to
design our own, building on our past experience with systems
designed for broadcast use.

Figure 3 - Measuring LED positions using a Total Station

We investigated two types of LED; one with its peak output just
below the visible spectrum and another whose spectrum was
further away from the visible. Both radiated over a very wide
angle, which was necessary to ensure that they were visible from a
wide range of directions (for example, LEDs in the middle of the
ceiling should be visible to audience members on all sides of the
Studio). Whilst the one with its spectrum closer to the visible
region could be clearly seen by an unmodified webcam, it had a
dim red glow visible to the eye, and it was felt that this would
detract from the appearance of the Studio, since LEDs embedded
in the walls or floor would become visible to the naked eye once
the lights were dimmed. We therefore used the LED that was
completely invisible to the human eye (OSRAM model number
SFH4231, with its peak emission around 940nm), but had to
remove the IR filter from each webcam. This was a fiddly
operation, and made it difficult to focus the cameras, but made the
system very unobtrusive.
Having determined the general approach to be taken, we
proceeded to develop an appropriate tracking algorithm. The
following section describes the options we investigated to solve
the problem of LED labelling, as well as other aspects of the
algorithm that had to be developed for this particular scenario,
such as accurate detection of the LED location in the presence of
motion blur.
4

Figure 4 - Augmented image, showing the LEDs used for
tracking

Images are captured in RGB format to make life easier when
rendering graphics in OpenGL. To save processing time in
converting to a direct luminance representation, marker points are
found by thresholding the green component of the image to
identify bright areas. This channel was chosen as it has the highest
density of pixels in a Bayer-masked sensor and therefore provides
the highest resolution. For initialisation, the entire image is
searched; once the tracker is running, only regions around
predicted LED locations are processed.
A check is then made to find the brightest of each group of
connected neighbouring pixels. To reduce the number of image
points being incorrectly identified as LEDs (such as regions of the
image corresponding to large bright areas in the projected images)
a check is also made to ensure that the connected group of pixels
is closely-surrounded by a darker area. This is done by checking
the brightness of pixels above, below, left and right of the pixels
under consideration to ensure they do not exceed a maximum
threshold.
If the group of pixels meets the minimum and maximum
threshold requirements they are considered to be a potential
marker point and added to a list of image points. The centre of
gravity of the connected pixels is also calculated to help provide
the best estimate of the LED position in the presence of motion
blur.

CAMERA TRACKING DEVELOPMENT

The camera tracking system consists of three main stages:
locating potential marker points with image, labelling these points
by relating them to specific markers, and deriving a camera pose
from these 2D-3D correspondences.

4.2
Initial labelling of markers
A key issue to address was how determine the correspondence
between observed bright points and individual LEDs. Some
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previous systems such as [3] have used pulsed LEDs and special
optical sensors capable of resolving individual flashes. This
provides a robust way of labelling the LEDs but does not meet our
requirement for ‘through the lens’ tracking, where a single
conventional camera is used both for tracking and for capturing
the scene to augment.
We therefore considered several options for identifying the
LEDs based on observing patterns in their positions. The key
challenge was to find an efficient and reliable method for
establishing the initial correspondence between observed bright
points and specific LEDs; once this correspondence was
established, the labels could be propagated from frame to frame as
long as the camera motion was not too fast. The following section
briefly describes an approach we investigated initially based on
the concept of linear barcodes, and explains why this was found to
be unsuitable. This is followed by a description of the approach
we finally adopted, based on recognising the overall pattern of
individual LEDs across the whole space.

checksum, which would give enough unique barcodes to ensure
that two barcodes would be visible for typical camera poses in the
setting of the Studio. Whilst it was found to work well for images
from a near-stationary webcam, two issues were discovered in the
presence of camera motion.

4.2.1
Linear Barcodes
Tracking systems we have developed previously [1][2] relied on
forms of barcode – circular barcodes (essentially a 1D barcode)
and square barcodes (2D). We considered whether there was a
way for forming a barcode-like structure using individual LEDs.
We devised a relatively simple linear barcode design, shown in
Figure 5. Each potential LED position is represented as a square,
with grey squares indicating the absence of an LED, white squares
indicating the presence of an LED, and patterned squares showing
sites that can either have an LED (indicating a binary ‘1’) or not
have one (indicating ‘0’).

Figure 6 - Example of an image of three linear LED markers
with motion blur

start sequence

barcode number
(msb…lsb)

First, the requirement for a shutter time long enough to capture
a reasonably-well-exposed image of the dimly-lit Studio meant
that the LEDs often appeared as tracks with a length of many
pixels. For example, a camera rotation speed of around 30
degrees per second (equivalent to a user turning the camera to
follow a virtual object that moves through 90 degrees over a
period of 3 seconds) would produce motion blur of about 10
pixels, for a camera with a 20ms integration time and a horizontal
field-of-view of 40 degrees. This would need each barcode to
have a length of at least 140 pixels to ensure that motion along the
direction of the barcode did not cause a ‘black’ site to be
contaminated by a neighbouring ‘white’ one (as a 9-bit barcode
has a total length of 14 LED spacings once the end points and
start/end bits are included). This would place significant
constraints on how the barcodes were distributed and the size that
they could be, although one mitigation strategy identified was to
aim to have at least two barcodes visible at all times that were at
right angles to each other, such that if one was oriented in the
direction of motion (and thus suffering most from blurring) then
the other would be optimally oriented to minimise problems with
motion blur. Figure 6 shows an example of three linear barcode
markers (two vertical and one horizontal) in the presence of
significant motion blur, and shows that although some of the
blurred tracks the horizontal one overlap, the vertical ones are still
clearly distinguishable.
However, a second and more serious problem was discovered,
due to the ‘rolling shutter’ nature of the webcam. Like most
webcams currently available, which are based on CMOS sensors,
the one we were using sampled the image progressively from top
to bottom, rather than sampling all pixels at the same time. Under
conditions of constant camera velocity, this causes a slight skew
of the image, which would not interfere with the proposed
barcode-reading algorithm. However, any acceleration causes
lines at right-angles to the motion direction to become curves, and
lines parallel to the motion become squashed by different amounts
along their length. It was found that typical values of angular
acceleration for a hand-held webcam could introduce enough
differential squashing or stretching to make one LED appear
displaced by the distance between adjacent LEDs, for the barcode
dimensions we were planning to use. This effect could potentially
be mitigated to some extent by using multiple barcodes at right
angles, and increasing the search area at right-angles to the
barcode to increase the chance of finding points that lay off the

end sequence

Figure 5 - Linear barcode composed of LEDs

This design allows the two end LEDs to be identified using the
marker-point-finding approach described previously, by ensuring
that they are surrounded by a dark area. However, the
intermediate points may not necessarily be found by this
approach, if the barcode appears sufficiently small in the image
that they lie very close to each other, since then they cannot be
distinguished as separate points. The approach to reading the
barcode was therefore to treat all identified marker points as
potential end points, and sample the image at the intermediate
locations (using knowledge of the number of bits in the barcode)
to determine whether these points corresponded to 1s or 0s. A set
of heuristics was used to limit the number of possible pairings of
points, based on the known range of sizes that a barcode could
appear, determined from the physical size of barcodes used and
the range of likely distances between the barcodes and the camera.
The intermediate points consisted of the number of bits of the
barcode number, plus one at either end to determine the
orientation (one always bright and one always dark).
This barcode design and reading algorithm was evaluated on a
wide range of images captured using the webcam, which had a
resolution of 640x480 pixels. The number of bits in the barcode
was set to 9, allowing 512 unique codes, which could be used as,
for example, 6 bits for the barcode number and 3 bits for a
4

normally-expected straight line between the endpoints. However,
it was found that a significant number of codes could be mis-read
as others, requiring the use of more checksum bits, as well as
needing more visible barcodes to overcome the loss of the
unreadable ones. It was already proving difficult to find suitable
locations in the Studio to position a sufficient number of barcodes,
so we instead chose to investigate an alternative approach that did
not rely on localised groups of LEDs having well-defined
patterns.

Once this lookup table has been built, the initialisation process
follows these steps:
1. Randomly select 4 of the 10 camera positions.
2. Select 4 image points (biased around image centre) out of
those found in image.
3. For each selected camera position and for each selected
image point and for all marker points listed in database:
a. Compute the camera pan and tilt angles needed to line
up the selected image point with the marker from the
database, assuming zero camera roll.
b. Reproject the other marker points in the database into
the image, using these camera rotation values.
c. For each step in a range of camera roll increments:
o Rotate the reprojected image points by this roll
value about the marker point under consideration.
o For each point in the marker database, read the
distance from the projected marker point to
nearest potential image point from the lookup
table, and calculate a match rating value for the
point as 1–d, where d is the distance between the
projected marker point and image point divided by
maximum search distance. Sum all match values
for this roll value.
o Calculate a match rating for this candidate pose by
dividing the final summed match rating by the
larger of either the total number of potential LED
points found in the camera image or the number of
projected points that fell within image area. This
gives an overall rating for how well this camera
pose matches the markers in the database to the
points seen in the image. If the number of image
points or projected points is less than a given
number (typically 3) then the match is unlikely to
be accurate so set the match rating to zero.
o If the overall match rating for this rotation and
camera search position is the best seen so far, note
the camera pose information.
4. Once all iterations have completed, if the best match rating
exceeds a minimum value then initialise the tracker with
the best matching pose and the associated marker
correspondences.
5. Use the pose estimator (Section 4.3.2) to compute a
refined pose from these correspondences.
6. If the pose calculation succeeds in finding a camera pose
with a suitably small reprojection error then set this as the
camera pose for the main tracker pose calculation and
commence frame-to-frame tracking; if not then grab a new
image and return to step 1.
This approach was found to be significantly more robust than the
barcode method discussed previously, both to occlusions of some
LEDs and effects such as motion blur and skew due to rolling
shutter effects. Fundamentally, these improvements were due to
not having to rely on accurately determining the position of all
LEDs in a small cluster, where a displacement in an apparent LED
position or occlusion of one LED would render all the
observations of that barcode useless. A potential problem was
uniqueness, i.e. whether several camera poses could explain an
observed pattern of LEDs. By including a pseudo-random
element in the positioning of the LEDs (avoiding placing them in
a grid pattern, for example), we found that in practice this was not
a problem. However, we installed more LEDs than we thought
were strictly necessary for reliable tracking, so that we had the
option of removing some to avoid any specific problems
encountered. LED removal was physically easier than installing

4.2.2
Recognising the overall pattern of LEDs
Having determined that effects such as motion blur and skew due
to rolling-shutter effects would make robust alignment based on
small groups of LEDs impractical, we looked at an approach
based on using individual LEDs positioned in a pseudo-random
way across the whole area, and attempting to match the pattern of
these LEDs with the observed view using what is essentially a
brute-force search. Similar approaches are known to work well in
applications like labelling markers in motion-capture systems [5].
To make this approach practical, we exploited the prior
knowledge that the position of each unit is constrained by its cable
to be in a volume of around 0.5m x 0.5m x 0.5m centred on the
seat position, and that the unit is likely to be held within around
20 degrees of the horizontal. The positional range is represented
as 10 ‘candidate’ positions: the position where the unit would be
held by a typical visitor, eight additional positions spaced at the
corners of a 0.5m cube centred on this position, and the last
successfully calculated camera position (which helps in situations
where the system has previously been tracking successfully but
then momentarily failed because too many markers were
obscured).
To initialise, the system first picks a random camera search
position to try from this list of 10. It then randomly picks an
observed marker point, and then steps through each marker in the
database, tentatively assuming that the observed marker
corresponds to it. For each assumed correspondence, it assesses
how many of the other observed markers could correspond to
actual markers, given the assumed camera position, the allowable
range of camera roll, and the known internal camera parameters
(focal length, pixel size and lens distortion). To do this, the reprojected marker points are rotated through a range of roll values
(rotating about the selected marker point), and for each roll value
the average distance in pixels between each reprojected marker
point and the nearest observed LED is noted. The camera pose
and resulting LED labels that gave the best match from all these
iterations are then passed to the tracker to refine an accurate final
camera pose. If the initialisation fails to give a sufficient number
of inliers, the process is run again with several other different
randomly-selected markers and camera positions, and if these also
fail, a new image is grabbed and the process is repeated.
Since this process requires a large number of tests to see how
far away the nearest observed LED is from a given reprojected
marker point, it can be speeded up significantly by building a
lookup table of the same dimensions as the image, after the image
has been processed to identify candidate markers. This can be
built easily, for example by writing distance values into the area
surrounding each observed marker. It is only necessary to fill an
area within a given radius around each observed marker, to cover
the area where the correct reprojected marker could lie, leaving
unfilled pixels with a label to indicate that no observed marker is
nearby. This distance is determined by parameters such as the
step size used when testing roll values and the parallax shift that
would be caused by being mid-way between one of the 10
candidate camera positions.
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additional ones, once all the wiring was in place. A total of 81
LEDs were distributed around the Studio area, of which 49 were
placed on the ceiling. This relatively high concentration on the
ceiling was needed to allow users to look almost directly upwards,
when only a small ceiling area was visible, particularly for the
seats higher up near the back.
4.3

slowly-varying correction to the observed marker positions, based
on the reprojection error [6]. Any marker points that have only
appeared in the last two frames or have a high error are excluded
from the pose calculations for the current frame. The pose
estimator is then called again in order to find a new pose based on
these error-compensated points. This means that if a new marker
appears, but at a slightly incorrect position, its position is
corrected so as to be self-consistent with the other markers. This
prevents a sudden jump in the computed pose value from
systematic errors such as incorrectly-compensated lens distortion
or an error in the measured 3D position of an LED. If the tracker
fails to find a valid pose for the current frame the accumulated
error used by the filter is reset. This stops incorrect filter values
being passed on once a re-initialisation of the camera pose has
taken place.
A filter can also be applied to the estimated camera position.
This filter smooths the position, allowing slow or large camera
motions whilst attenuating any small high frequency positional
jitter, according to equation (1):

Camera pose estimation from correspondences and
frame-to-frame tracking

4.3.1
Labelling observed markers using previous pose
When processing a new image, the tracker first determines
whether it can use the previous valid camera pose as a starting
point for the pose calculation for the current frame or if it should
carry out a full pose initialisation search (as described above). If
the system had a valid calculated pose for the last frame it tries to
match markers in its database with points in the image. To do this
it projects each marker into the image, using the camera pose for
the preceding frame and the pre-calibrated internal camera
parameters. The tracker will then search the list of potential
marker points found in the image to find the closest point to where
each marker was reprojected. All points lying within a given
distance will be added to a list of correspondences ready for the
pose calculation. The system rates the overall quality of the
matches using the same rating calculation as used in the pose
initialisation process. If this match value exceeds a minimum
threshold it will use the list of matched points for pose estimation
otherwise it will call the pose initialisation.
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4.3.2
Pose estimation
Once the correspondences between bright points in the image and
LED positions in the marker database have been established, the
camera pose is computed using the well-known approach of
minimising the RMS reprojection error using an iterative
minimisation approach resembling Levenberg-Marquard, with
RANSAC to remove outlying points.
As long as the pose computation returned more than a given
number of inliers, and the RMS reprojection error is below a
given threshold, then the pose is deemed to be valid.
If there are only two or three markers in the matched point list,
the tracker cannot compute both position and orientation, as the
solution is under-constrained. It therefore fixes the camera
position (which cannot vary significantly due to the hand-held
unit’s tether) and only adjusts camera rotation to find the best
result. Small errors in the camera position are unlikely to be
noticeable when the graphic is rendered, and the result is
subjectively much better than failing completely. If only one
marker point is visible, the system will also fix the camera roll to
the last value seen to enable it to calculate just pan and tilt, as roll
is likely to be the angle that changes the least.
If the pose calculation fails to find a pose, or finds a pose with a
high RMS reprojection error, or produces a pose that places the
camera outside a defined maximum allowed region (based upon
seat position) then the calculation for this frame will be said to
have failed. This means that the camera pose will be reset to the
last known good value and the pose initialisation will be called for
the next frame.
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 f,

u

f

(t − 1) < d

otherwise

α =0
f
d

p (t ) − p

is the recursive filter factor for small motion
is the inter-frame displacement at which the
filter is fully disabled

Once the camera position values have been filtered, the pose
estimator is called again to recompute the camera orientation, with
the position constrained at the filtered value, to produce a pose
that minimises the reprojection error subject to the constraint of
using the low-pass-filtered camera position.
Finally, a similar low-pass filter can be applied to the camera
orientation to remove small levels of noise.
5

MARKER POINT HIDING

We investigated the use of an algorithm to hide the LED markers
seen in the image by copying pixel values from surrounding
pixels, inspired by [7]. The marker points are identified by using
the points that were used successfully in the pose calculation and
matched with image points. The system then uses information
about the size and location of the LED as found by the marker
finder process to copy pixel information from the boundary of the
marker into the centre. This is done by stepping through all the
pixels that make up the marker and taking a line from the centre
of the marker through the pixel under consideration. The first four
pixels along the line that fall outside the marker boundary are
averaged together and the resulting value is copied back along the
line towards the centre of the marker. To smooth this effect the
values from either side of the marker are blended together.

4.3.3
Pose filtering
If the calculation produces a good result the system will then, if
enabled in the tracker configuration, apply some filtering to
smooth camera movement and reduce the effect of markers with
positional errors appearing in shot. The first filter applies a
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Figure 7 - Main hardware and software components

When this approach was tested, we found that although the LEDs
were successfully hidden most of the time, an LED would
occasionally reappear suddenly if it was not correctly located, or
if the system lost track. This intermittent reappearance of markers
was subjectively more annoying than just leaving the markers
visible, so the marker hiding algorithm was not used in the final
system.
6

SYSTEM INTEGRATION

The previous section focused on the operation of the camera
tracker. Whilst this is a critical component, it only forms one part
of the whole system. This section gives a brief overview of the
remaining components, focusing on the reasoning behind
particular design decisions. The key software and hardware
elements of the system are shown in Figure 7.
As explained in Section 2, the decision was made to use a
separate screen and PC, mainly on the grounds of weight, and
because it was difficult to obtain a hand-held PC with sufficient
processing and rendering power. Each handheld device is
connected via an umbilical cord to a ‘Cat 5’ network cable
extender positioned under the seat. From there the network cables
run back to a group of rack-mounted standard PCs, one for each
handheld, mounted in the equipment server room which is behind
the studio control room. Each PC is based on an Intel Core 2
running at 2.4 GHz and an ATI HD3470 graphics card. The handheld device contains a capacitive touch-screen display, a rear
facing camera for the augmented reality system, and a forward
facing camera to capture an image of the user for other elements
of the interactive film. It was developed by IVC Media Ltd and
Melford specifically for the Natural History Museum for this
application. Figure 8 shows the front and rear of a hand-held unit.
The cameras can be seen near the top on the front and back.

Figure 8 - The hand-held unit

The tracker is written in C++ running under Microsoft
Windows XP. It was incorporated with an open source graphics
renderer package call Ogre (currently version 1.6.4). The work to
integrate the tracker into the renderer and provide the required
features for the AR application was carried out by specialist
software house Zupa Studio (now TraceMedia). The application is
called and controlled by an Adobe Flash application written by the
Natural History Museum Interactive team using the Flash
application development tool Zinc. This Flash application, in
addition to providing the main user interaction, accepts network
triggers from a Medialon show controller via a SmartFoxServer
application which allows the display of the AR models on the
handheld units to be synchronised with the main presentation
using network messages.
7

ASSESSMENT OF PERFORMANCE

The tracker met all the performance requirements identified in
Section 3.1. Figure 9 shows the range of times needed for
initialisation, in a test where the process was called 212 times on a
selection of grabbed images from the Studio; Figure 10 shows
some of the images used. In this test, over 90% of the
initialisation processes completed in under 200ms. Once
initialised, the system provided tracking at 25-30Hz with no
significant drift or instability visible between the overlaid graphics
and the real world.
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The interactive film, Who do you think you really are? opened
to the public in November 2010, and received a significant
amount of press coverage. Although the augmented reality
aspects (Figure 11) were only one part of the film, they were the
aspect most frequently commented upon in this coverage. In a
visitor survey, comments included "adds to the experience
enormously" and "a level of interactivity you don’t often get in
museums”. 76% of respondents thought the handheld interactions,
which included the AR, added to the experience. Three screenings
were observed for audience behaviour and it was found that 100%
of the audience tried the AR, with almost all using it through to
the very last display. During the fish section, all observed viewers
were reported to follow the virtual fish around the studio,
although some complained that the handsets were heavy. In
March 2011, the film won the British Universities Film and Video
Council (BUFVC) for Learning on Screen Premier Award
(multimedia). The Learning on Screen Awards celebrate and
reward excellence in the use of moving image and related media
in learning, teaching and research.
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Figure 9 – Times required for initialisation
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CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the requirements for a large-scale AR
installation in a museum application, and shown how these were
met by developing a through-the-lens tracking system using a set
of infra-red LEDs at pseudo-random locations around the space.
The specific challenge of pose initialisation that this solution
presents was discussed, and the solution we devised was
explained and evaluated. An attempt at hiding the LEDs in the
image was briefly explained; this needs more work to provide a
net subjective improvement but it was found that leaving them
visible was acceptable.
This project provided a number of interesting real-world
challenges, both in the design and development of the augmented
reality tracking system, but also in the broader areas of integrating
a complex system into an innovative multi-purpose space. The
result was an engaging and award-winning interactive film, which
is continuing to provide enjoyment and entertainment to visitors
to the Museum. It is currently being shown several times every
day, entry is free, and details may be found on the Museum’s
website [8].

Figure 10 – Examples of images used in initialisation test

The reduction in the degrees-of-freedom as the number of visible
LEDs dropped was very helpful in maintaining usable tracking
under extreme conditions such as occlusion of many LEDs.
Overlap of virtual content with the heads of fellow visitors in
the foreground swiftly breaks the illusion that the content is ‘lifesize’ and in the centre of the room. While the seat raking did
much to minimise this overlap, we were not able to remove it
sufficiently, and so found it necessary to raise our virtual creatures
by around a metre. Losing this connection with the real studio
floor was a shame, particularly with respect to the loss of realistic
shadows. A virtual platform was added to each of our models that
required grounding. While a ‘solid’ platform would have met with
the same overlap problem, this was resolved by making the
platform semi-transparent: the eye seemed to be far more
forgiving of it overlapping foreground objects, and the illusion
was preserved. The models which did not require grounding e.g.
that of our swimming, fishlike ancestors, arguably worked better,
and were able to make more dynamic use of the space.
Somewhat surprisingly, the visibility of the LEDs in the
composite image was not a significant issue, probably because
there was already a selection of spotlights visible in the studio.
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